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From 5 HAMILTON PLaCE to
80 BOYLSTON STKEET,
(Next Door to Williams Si Everett)
Where she will open OCTOBER 13th, with a complete line of
l>reB8 Ktsforui Uudergarments i'or Ladies and Childrrn,
— INOLUDING—
Jersey Fitting Union Suits Equipoise Waists, Jenness
Miller's Model Bodice, Divided Skirts, Combination
Cotton Garments,
In fact all the most approved underwear to order, or ready-made.
6-36
GEMS AND PRECIOUS STONES
AT
"ARr PARI2ORS," 55 VmrER St.
Manufacturers of Jewelry in Special Designs.
CLASS BADGES, PINS and KINGS,
FLOEAL SOUVENIR SPOONS,
HEIEO OMS MODERNIZED,
Moonstone, Turquoise, Topaz, Chalcedony Hearts
With Diamond or Plain Mountings.
We recognize the fact that original designs are more appreciated than
goods purchased from a stock without personal association.
—«'FiNE Watch Repairing. "5»-
—
A Specialty in Eye Glasses extremely becoming: to Wearer.
GEORGE A. PERRY. G. C. FRIEND.
NEW DRUG STORE.
~
To the Citizens of Natick and Vicinity, the undersigned would most
respectfully call your attention to his store in
DOWNS' BLOCK, SO. MAIN ST.,
Recently fitted up, where may be found a full line of
DRUQGISTS' SUPPLIES.
With twenty-five years experience, and a careful attention to business, I
hope to merit a fair share of your patronage.
All Prescriptions will be Carefully &. Accurately Compounded.
10 Agent, Registered Pharmacist.
MISS HATCH,
Dressmaking and Millinery,
STYLISH AND SATISFACTORY WORK.
STEAEN'S BUILDING, 10 TEMPLE PLACE, BOSTON.





F. S. FROST, 1
H. A. LAWRENCE. J 18 37 COKNHILL, BOSTON.
We call your attention to the Fine
Stock of GLOVES that
IVLISS ISA. R. KISK,
44 TEMPLE PL\CE,
Is showing in Kid, Dog Skin. Swf.de—in fact any-
thing that a Lady can use in Gloves.
Miss Fisls has added to the attraction of her Store,
by opening a counter for Ice Cream Soda, Hot
Bouillon, Chocolate, Coffee, Tea and Milk, making
it very convenient to refresh oneself when shopping.
B. F. BRADBURY,
X)I?.TJC3-C3-IST,
44.3 WASHINGTON Cor. WINTER ST.
— DEALER IN—
Fine Drugs, Chemicals and Family Medicines.
SELECT FANCY GOODS AND TOILET ARTICLES,
of every Description.
Especial Attention given to Physician's Prescriptions.
Prompt Attention to Customers. „
A XMAS HEALTH GIFT
(Exerciser Complete $5)
Is Best of All. Circular Free.
Books: For "An Ideal Complexion
& Complete Physical Development,"
39llls5octs. "Health & Strength in
Physical Culture," 40 Ills 50 cts. Chart
39 Ills for Dumb Bells & Pulleys, 25 cts.
Ad. JNO. E. DOWD'S Vocal & Physical
Culture school, ii6 Monroe St. ChiC3Q0
CO[[SETS Ap LADIES' U^ERWEAI^
MADE TO ORDER.
13 "WEST STREET, Rooms 9 & lO.
Over Bigelow & Kennard.






Est ST Bos I
DeWOLFE, FISKE & CO.,
PUBLISHERS AND BOOKSELLERS,
The Archivay Bookstore,
361 & 365 Washington St., Boston.
i-iS All the New, Fopalar and Standard Soolis at Lowest Frioes.
11 ADVERTISEMENTS.
PIANOS AND ORGANS.
The MASON & HAMLIN im-
proved method of Siiinging. pro-
duces remarkable refinement of
tone and phenomenal capacity to
stand in tune.
These Pianos are consequently
excellent for Eenting.
Sold for Cash or Easy Pay-
ments.
CATALOGUES FREE.
100 different Styles of Organs
$22 to .fl200.
Mason & Hamlin Organs
have received Highest Awards
at all great world's Exhibitions
at which they have been exhibited
since 1867.
Organs Bented till Rent pays
for them.
MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN and PIANO CO..
BOSTON, NEW YORK AND CHICAGO.
Mason & Hamlin Hall, 154 snd 155 TEEMONT STEEET, BOSTON.
SPRINGER BROTHERS,
Wholesale and Retail Cloak Manufacturers.
600 Washington Street, Cornor Bedford
Carfioge Entrance, 1 and 12 BEDFORD STREET,
JMvtac
A most excellent and agreeable tonic
and appetizer. It nourishes and in-
vigorates the tired brain and body,
imparts renewed energ}^ and vitality,
and enlivens the functions.
Dr. Kphkai.m Bateimax, Cedarville, N. J., says :
" I ha^•e used it for several years, not only in my
practice, but in my own individual case, and con-
sider it under all circumstances one of the best
nerve tonics that we possess. For mental e.xhaus-
tion or overwork it gives renewed strength and
vigor to the entire system."
DESL'RIPTrVE PAMPHLET FREE.
Rumford Chemical Works, Providence,
Beware of Substitutes and /mitations.
R.
CAUTION:—Be sure the word "Horsford's" is printed on the
label. All others are spurious. Never soid in bulk. 4.tf
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THE Thanksgiving season brings to the Welles-
ley world one more cause of rejoicing than
to the world outside. The Thanksgiving recess
suggests immediately the Christmas holidays so
soon to follow. Those who go home realize afresh
the enjoyment in store for them, and those who
stay at College have their anticipations aroused and
sharpened. In less than three weeks, the fall term,
the longest of the year, will be ended. The whole
College looks forward to a vacation, the Prelude
with as much longing as the rest.
Tardiness easily becomes a besetting sin in the
busy life of the College student. When one has a
recitation at 2 : 20 in the Art Building and another
at 3 : 10 in the Physical Lecture Room it is prac-
tically impossible to make exact connections. But
all lateness, whose frequency we are forced to
acknowledge, unfortunately has not so good an
excuse. The number of those who are late to
Chapel, and late to recitations, simply ffom habit.
is so large that the title of " the late Miss Blank "
applies to many from all classes. The evil is
present, but, paradoxical as it may seem, it is
possible to turn it into good. The plan of collecting
fines for absence and tardiness in the Societies and
Clubs of the College has proved to be of two-fold
advantage, augmenting the treasury, and discourag-
ing the evils. Why not apply the principle still
further, making lateness to Chapel incur as a
penalty of five cents? The result would be either
of two benefits, or a combination of both ; the
Chapel Fund would grow fat, or the undesirable
tendency would disappear. The fine should be
collected from each student entering the Chapel
after the door has been once closed at the end of
the music of the organ, which continues five min-
utes after the stroke of the bell. Why not ?
The election of the Legenda editors last week
was the first note of promise in the chorus of the
College annual for '9 1 . This will be but the third
Wellesley annual, and its event is naturally looked
forward to with a good deal of interest by all the
College, since Wellesley's reputation in this depart-
ment is still a matter of the future. The board is
a good one, and if one may argue for the success
of the book from the names of its editors, '91's
Legenda is sure to be a worthy representative of
the class and of the College.
Those who are interested in Mrs. John Sher-
wood's article in the June number of The North
Atnerican Review on " American Girls in Europe,"
and in Madame Adam's reply, " Those American
Girls in Europe," in the October number, find the
idea of the prominence of the American girl in
the world today borne out in other ways. Mrs.
Sherwood says, "There is one fact that the
American girl can be sure of: she is at present
the most talked-of creature in th? wofld," If this?
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be true, it is surely time for her to consider if she
is able to stand this full glare of publicity. When
the world talks about people, their short-comings
are fully as likely to be noticed as their excellen-
cies. The standpoint of the world is eternal, and,
in the present instance, the world's opinion of the
American girl will depend largely on her manners,
her appearance in society. Even though her
originality, spontaneousness and sincerity may be
charming, if her manners offend the fastidious
taste, the verdict will not be favorable. The task
which now lies before the American girl is to show
that she can be well-bred without losing her simple
naturalness ; and upon College girls, who form a
considerable proportion of American girls, the
responsibility rests most heavily. It is not sur-
prising that in a College community, where work
is of the first importance, carelessness in other
directions should develop. But a busy life is not
an excuse for a lack of good manners. One should
always take time to observe the requirements of
true courtesy. The College girl cannot afford to
wait until she leaves College before attending to
this matter. It demands her serious consideration
at once.
THE VAN COTTRILL LEGACY.
The College nomenclature is, in general, very
pleasmg, with some few exceptions which it is in
our power to remedy. Visitors who are agreeably
impressed by the euphonious names of Wellesley,
Waban, and Norumbega, might be somewhat sur-
prised at the incongruity on hearing the rather
primitive expressions, the " Main Building," the
"other lake," "the back way" to the station.
College Hall is more dignified than " the Main
Building ; " Morse's Pond is the name given on the
map to the lake in question ; and, in going to
the station, the meadow path, the path across the
fields, or the Natick road, are preferable routes to
the one above named. The hill on which three
of the cottages are built is variously called, " the
hill," " Cottage Hill," and " Norumbega Hill."
" Cottage Hill " is the best of the three, and it
would be well if one name was always used.
One hundred and seventy-five out of the three hun-
dred and sixty-five colleges in the United States, pub-
lish papers.—if;!-.
The legacy was not bequeathed in the body of
a will, it was not appended in a codicil, it was not
hidden away in a secret chest whose key was given
to the heir apparent. But it came down to the
head of the Van Cottrill family just as unerringly
as if all legal precautions had been taken, and
seemed to be entailed along with the ivy-clad
house and the wide grounds, thick with spreading
trees. Dorothy Van Cottrill was the last in the
direct line of the ancient family, and she was
mistress of the mansion, and the present owner of
the legacy. Dorothy was sixty years old, but her
name was still Van Cottrill. In the oak-beamed
hall, where the ancestral portraits hung, there was
a tiny, faded paintuig of a young man with large
grey eyes. He was to have married Dorothy
thirty years ago, but shortly before the wedding-day
he met with a mysterious death,—and it was only
after this that Dorothy came into possession of the
Van Cottrill legacy.
It was Thanksgiving time, and Dorothy stood
at the window and watched the grey, hurrying
clouds and the shrivelled leaves covering the lawn.
Away down, along the highway, she could see carts
heavily-laden, and over-burdened foot-passangers
travelling over the frozen road. " Surely, it is
almost Thanksgiving ! " said the solitary woman in
a half-sad tone, " How gay the old house used to
be ! " Suddenly she started, then went into the
hall and looked at the rows of Van Cottrill ances-
tors, the women with their long waists and elaborate
head-dresses, the men with their ruffles and pow-
dered hair. There were two portraits rather more
modern than the rest.—one was the grey-eyed
young man, and the other a stately girl with cold,
dark eyes and a flowing gown of green velvet.
Dorothy seemed to avoid this picture, she gave an
involuntary shiver every time it happened to come
to her eye. Perhaps the fair original had been a
rival, perhaps she knew something about the mys-
terious death of Dorothy's lover,—who could tell ?
Finally, Miss Van Cottrill clasped her hands and
said with a queer little smile : "Yes, I will have a
Thanksgiving dinner." She rang the bell and
presently Hannah appeared. This was the house-
keeper who had been in the family during a good
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half-century. " Hannah," said her mistress, " I
am going to celebrate Thanksgiving. You may
prepare dinner for thirty guests." Hannah was
never surprised, but this time she did wait an
instant longer than usual before she said, " Yes,
madam ; " and when she had left the room the
faithful attendant shook her head faying, " The Van
Cottrill legacy is showing itself. The curse of the
family ! "
There were only two days before the festival,
and the old house became a busy one. Bustling
maids flew about polishing the brass and mahogany,
scouring antique silver and cleaning heavy rugs
and hangings. The grocer-cart was continually
coming up the winding avenue, and savory odors
would steal up from the kitchen, and impertinently
venture even into the state apartments. On the
morning of Thanksgiving, Hannah received a
strange order ! Miss Dorothy wished all the family
portraits to be turned face to the wall until nine
that evening, and to have little white envelopes
which she had already prepared stuck into their
frames. There was one notable exception—the
scornful lady in green velvet was to be left just as
she was—and there was no envelope for her.
Hannah was flurried and anxious over the dinner,
and the order, which she could not but regard as
a freak of her mistress—another manifestation of
the legacy—but which she dared not disobey, was
entrusted to a subordinate.
At last, all was ready. Dorothy had swept down
the slippery stairs without a glance toward right
or left, and, in her stiff, flowered brocade with the
rare old lace, stood in the great drawing-room
ready to receive her guests. Penella, an irrepres-
sible hand-maiden, had crept away from the lower
regions unobserved, and was peeping through the
blinds of an upper window to see the people come.
She had that very morning brushed away the leaves
from the big stone steps, and had polished the
knocker until it seemed on fire. She watched and
waited, but no one came. She strained her eyes
to see way down the road—not a carriage was in
sight. Presently, she was dragged from her retreat
by Hannah's summons, and, when she pleaded
that some one must tend the door, she was told
that Miss Dorothy had requested that the servants
remain down-stairs until dinner.
Meanwhile Dorothy's guests were filling the
drawing-room. She was a dignified hostess, and
had a gracious welcome for the stately men and
women who looked wonderfully like prototypes o^
the paintings which hung in the hall. As each
one entered the door, a tremor of excitement ran
through her frame—which, however, soon died
away. But there came one which did not die
away, and that was on the entrance of a beautiful,
cruel eyed girl, who wore a trailing, green velvet
robe. Dorothy quivered and swayed, she tried to
speak to her guest, but the words of courtesy
choked her throat and she only whispered hoarse-
ly : " They turned the wrong one to the wall ! "
The beautiful figure paused a moment, then passed
on, and Dorothy strugghng to command herself,
walked up to a stout, old general in full uniform
and asked him to take her down to dinner. The
guests just filled the table, but the mystified ser-
vants saw only Dorothy sitting at the head of a
wilderness of silver and china, nodding and smiling
now at one, now at another empty chair. The
long courses went off slowly. Dorothy never
seemed to notice that the plates were untouched.
Indeed she often beckoned a servant and told him
to refill a wine-glass, although it had not yet been
tasted. After three weary hours, the hostess arose
and the long procession, of which only one was
visible, filed out of the dining-hall. Dorothy had
asked Hannah to clear the old ball-room for
dancing, and had spoken indefinitely about an
orchestra. Later, the dead silence was indeed
broken by the sound of music, but it was only
the jingling of the broken-stringed harpsichord.
Late in the evening, lonely Dorothy again stood
in the hall silently gazing at the portraits, which,
shortly before, had been turned to their original
position. She was looking especially at the grey-
eyed young man, and was saying in a monotonous
tone, " They made a mistake—they didn't give
you your invitation—and you were the only one
I wanted to see ! Won't you come now?"—and
then she turned the picture face to the wall, and
slipped the white envelope into the frame. Still
she kept saying, as she went to her chair before
the fire, " It is too late,—it is too late ! " But
what is this? A shadowy figure is bending over
Dorothy—he touches her arm—and then, the fire-
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light becomes suddenly dim and nothing can be
seen. But slow, low tones of peace and happiness
are heard, and when the fire burns up brightly
again, there are two chairs close together, and
Dorothy looks young and beautiful in the light of
those wonderful grey eyes. " I have waited so
long ! "—she was saying—" but now we will have
our Thanksgiving together."
When Hannah came up with candles, she found
Dorothy's figure leaning toward an empty chair
close beside her. The room is warm and rosy,
but Dorothy is cold and white—and the Van
Cottrill legacy has been handed down to the next
heir.
Theodora Kyle, ^gj.
THANKSGIVING AT NUMBER 12.
There were twenty-six of them in a long dreary
row, unpainted batten houses one story and a half
high, with one window in the half story staring out
upon the muddy street in silent stupidity. Below
this one eye was a 4 ft. x 8 porch, upon which
opened a window and the front door. An un-
painted plank fence stood between this porch and
the ash sidewalk, and divided each diminutive
house and yard from the neighbor on either side.
They were all alike—these miners' houses ; they
belonged to the company that owned the mines
near by, and the huge black monster—" breaker "
that stood over the mouth of the shaft and belched
forth day after day, not fire and lava, but a fine,
choking, black dust that sifted over yards and
houses, and even insinuated itself into the " best
room " of every one.
All alike, did I say? No, number twelve was
not like any of its fellows. The eye in the half
story was wide open, for it lacked even the lid of
a calico curtain ; the fence was weak and wanted
to rechne at leisure on the ground, but didn't
dare, for fear the mine-carpenter might torture it
again into an erect posture ; but the tiny garden
was as neat as careful hands could make it. The
sturdy sunflowers drooped, and the bright mari-
golds were gone ; the crisp-leaved cabbages had
been piled away in the cellar ; the garden didn't
seem to have anything but an air—but that air was
one of response to a loving ovmership,
On either side of the garden fence stood two
women talking in the chill of an early morning in
November. One of them had thrown a thin shawl
over her head, a poor protection ; the other had
less, a coarse, gingham apron. .A little child tried
to keep her small red hands warm in the folds of
her mother's calico dress, while an older daughter
often interrupted the neighborly gossip by caUing
from the back door of No. 12, " Ma, ain't ye
comin'in?" « * * " Billy's spilled the 'lasses
* * " Ma, I can't make the baby be quite,
nohow .' Ain't ye comin' in ? "
The conversation between Mrs. Boyle of No. 1
1
and Mrs. Farrel of No. 12, finally descended from




.Ach ! Mrs. Byle, it's hard times we're havin'
indade, indade, wid tomorror Thanksgivin' day an'
Dinnis me man lyin" idle wid a crooshed hand,
an' only Mike a-worrkin' fur us all. .Avery wan of
me siven childer is a-lookin' fur a toorkey, an'
toorkeys is riz sence Wedensday ; an' nara a bit
of a thing have we got to be thankful fur, excipt
wan day aff Mike's pay-^if ye call that a blessin' I
Mike, he thinks the boonch of thim yilla flowers
the leddy in yan big house on the hill gev 'im last
night, wud be nixt bist to havin' a toorkey on the
tebble— if ye can't git the toorkey annywax. He
calls um chrysantoomams, an' he siz the wind's
snipped um all up wid his scissors ready fur atin' :
but flowers ain't fillin' ' Sure, it's a suffrin', dyin'
wurruld, an' it's mis'rable I am wid livin' in it ! ''
Mrs. Farrel at last yielded to the calls coming
with increasing importunity from the kitchen door
and went in with the same despondency in her
step that she had betrayed in tone and word a
moment before.
But who was Mike, and where was he?
Every morning, shortly before seven o'clock,
there came whistling through the gate of No. 12
an undersized lad of about fifteen. The bright
tin dinner-pail under his arm, he carried with an
air of manly responsibility, as he stepped briskly
down toward the dark buildmg, the " breaker,"
now puffing great clouds of snowy steam that
would soon give way to the pall of grimy black.
This boy was Mike ; " little, but owld," as his
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mother phrased it. Besides his short stature, there
were other unprepossessing pecuHarities about
Mike ; his hair was undeniably carrot-colored and
his face was almost one brown freckle. Indeed^
it would have been more becoming, had the mass
of freckles united their forces into one, thus to
form a rich covering of tan ! But one look into
his straightforward blue eyes brought with it a
thrill of sympathy ; though Mike without was
rough and uncouth, the real Mike within was
beautiful. The shaggy mass of bright hair struck
root very near a brain that held more bright ideas
than all the tow-heads in the neighborhood, and
the stunted body held a heart that was full of
courage and cheer.
Mike loved all things that grew—from the tall
hemlocks that whispered in the woods to his
surprisingly dirty baby brother. There was not
much opportunity for affecting the reforms the boy
had begun to long for in his home. In his mother's
eyes, he was perfect : but in spite of all his efforts,
he could not rouse her from the dull indifference
that made life a purely hand-to-mouth existence
and kept the house untidy and disorderly while
Mrs. Farrel leaned against the side-fence to gossip
with a neighbor.
Mike's father too, a dark-browed, silent man,
was quite indifferent to the world as long as he
was supplied with tobacco—and daily bread, a
necessary incidental. He generally sat on a
neighbor's porch when his day's work was done,
smoking, listening, saying little.
The younger children were noisy little animals
with a special fondness for the dust of the street.
They heedlessly overturned Mike's cherished at-
tempts at adornment and laughed when he insisted
on scouring his dinner-pail. The boys of the
neighborhood called him, " Little Sunday-School,"
because he avoided their profanity. They called
him, " Silly Mike " when he toiled over his potato-
patch. They did not know that even that humble
vegetable could furnish him more than bodily food.
During the long summer months there were often
idle days ; sometimes Mike would take one of
these for his own, and hurry away from all that
troubled him, to the long mountain ravine back of
the town, where he would spend the whole day
lying on his back among the pine needles, drinking
in the melody of the brook and dreaming strange
things about the foamy clouds skimming over the
tree-tops.
Mike's patron saint was a delicate little woman
who lived " in yan big house on the hill." She had
met the boy often ; had become interested in him,
and had stirred the better part of his nature into
action. She lent him books, gave him papers and
flowers, and showed him by glimpses into her own
home that " life is more than meat, and the body,
than raiment."
Mike was thinking of her this November morning
as he went toward the mine. He had been almost
ready to join in the fretful complaints of his mother,
when a glance at the fresh bunch of chrysanthe-
mums on the little clock-shelf had recalled the
sweet face of Mrs. B— and turned the discontent
into a joke.
The great "cage," or elevator, was rising and
falling swiftly up and down the shaft. Mike took
his place among the men waiting to be lowered
into the mine. Not long after, he was ready for
work as " door-boy," to open and close all day a
wide door in the main passage, or " gangway," as
the coal-cars passed through.
Not far beyond him there branched off a side
gangway ; from this, running on one side up a
slope further into the heart of the coal-vein were
several " breasts," or chambers, where accumulating
gas had been discovered by the fire-boss only the
day before. The mine foreman had set up a large
board marked, " Danger !," and had sent the men
who had been working there into another part of
the mine until the gas should be driven off by
better ventilation.
Before long, the gas began to pass frequently
through the main gangway and Mike was kept so
busy attending to his door that he did not notice
a man who passed by him and turned off into the
branch gangway, with a naked lamp on his hat.
The man was a Hungarian laborer who had left his
pick in the now deserted workings and had re-
membered the tool when the need for it came with
another day's work. Without heeding the conspic-
uous sign—" Danger ! ''—he walked on. Any one
who knows the average Hungarian miner while he
is yet a late importation, knows well that D-a-n-
g-e-r means as much to him as N-a-d-r-e-g
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would express to any ordinary American. There
slept the fearful fire-damp, waiting only for a touch
of fire to wake it into flame ; expanding with
awful suddenness even into the dirt of the road-bed
in the greed for oxygen, it follows the air into every
cell of a man's lungs and burns out his very life
;
then rolls over and over victims, as it dies away,
soft and treacherous masses of blue and orange
and crimson light.
Hark ! What was that ! Mike sprang to his
feet in terror. He rushed through the door and
down the gangway, warning the coming mule-
drivers to stop their cars. A man running toward
him, half out of breath, begged him to say whether
or not a " crazy, Hoongarian went right into that
fire-damp beyant for his pick ! "
Together they turned toward the scene of the
explosion, followed by more than a dozen men and
boys. The thought uppermost in their minds was
the rescue of the unfortunate laborer, if he were
yet alive. They were all too excited to be careful
and would have rushed on to meet the same fate,
had not Mike suggested the need of a safety lamp.
" Run, boy ! " shouted the leader, " Bring the
foreman ; he's down near the stables ; he's got a
Davy." Mike, with sympathetic anxiety stirred
to the depths, flew down the gangway.
Meanwhile, the impatient men waited breath-
lessly. One ventured beyond the rest to the mouth
of the dangerous chamber and peered into the
darkness. That was enough ! Once more a
terrific b-o-o-m-m! and a quick flash ! Then fifteen
men, young and old, lay prostrate in the gathering
darkness, burned, unconscious, dying.
Mike felt the shaking earth and heard the roar.
Sick at heart, he told the news at the foot of the
shaft and a relief corps was quickly formed. After
hours of labor, groping slowly about in the dark-
ness, not daring to use any lamp for fear of further
disaster, every scorched body was recovered and
tenderly carried up into the world of day.
Mike was everywhere, now helping to carry a
dead man up, now trying to cheer one who had
recovered consciousness only to long to die at every
breath. When he reached the surface, he hurried
into town to send physicians to the different homes
of the injured, and then to give an account of the
explosion to the mine superintendent.
In the meantime, matters at home had dragged
along in the usual way. The breakfast dishes had
at last been washed, the fire had changed its mind
about going out and had stayed to cook the meagre
dinner. Mrs. Farrel was on the point of deciding
to " Red up a bit for Mike's Thanksgivin'," when
in burst Mrs. Boyle, her eyes swollen with weeping,
her hair all awry.
" O, Mis Farrel ! " she cried, " Mis Farrel,
what'll I iver do ! The fire-damp's gon aff in the
mine, an' they say me man's hurt that bad that he
can't spake, an' your Mike, Mis Farrel, your Mike
—O how can I iver tell ye !—Your Mike, he's kilt
entirely ! O, I can't stay in me house, but they'll
be comin' soon with the bodies 1 O, Mis Farrel,
Mis Farrel, what'll we iver do ! What'll we iver
do ! " And the distracted woman, wringing her
hands and moaning, disappeared as suddenly as
she had come.
Mike's mother stood as if riveted to the floor.
Could this be true? Her Mike dead—the very
light of her life gone out forever? O, why had she
not tried to make the home as pleasant for him as
he had tried to make it for her ! What kind of
woman had she become through all these long years
since the wedding-day when she had looked for-
ward with so many loving hopes to a cozy, tidy
home of her own 1 Surely it had been she, who
by her careless indifference had discouraged her
husband in all his efforts towards improvement,
until he had settled into the same apathy. She
might have kept the children away from much oi
the evil that she knew them to be learning ; she
might herself have been a true woman ! With the
wave of self-reproach, there came the current of a
new purpose ; then over it all swept the tide of
bitter . sorrow. She seemed to see Mike, to hear
nothing but his cheery voice. The children
gathered around her crying softly, because they
were frightened and did not know what else to do.
The eldest, a girl of thirteen, led her still dazed
but unresisting to an empty rocking-chair that
stood near. There she sat, almost motionless, for
hours, lost to all around her in the whirl of fast-
flying thoughts. Mike gone ! Her own Mike !
Then she must take his place and be something
better and dearer to those that were left, than she
had ever thought of being through all the pain and
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sorrow of the past ! But it was time to sliake off
this heavy weight ; the children must be very
hungry without anytliing to eat for so long—anrl
sure enough, the neighbors would soon be bringing
home the bodies—she must make ready for Mike.
What ! She springs from her chair, and hurries
to the door. Surely that was Mike's whistle ! Yes,
there he was ! O, the blessedness of it all ! She
could still see, and touch and speak with him !
God had given her another chance to live !
The boy was overwhelmed by her greeting. It
was long before he could comprehend what she had
suffered—indeed, he never knew it quite all. What
he did know was that his mother really loved him
and that somehow the home gradually brightened
and there came into it the order and happiness of
which he had so often dreamed in a vague way
and never expected to see.
Thanksgiving day was kept by the Parrels.
There was not much demonstration of joy, nor was
there any turkey ; but the bright chryanthemums
in the place of honor, the centre of the table,
expressed the heart-deep thankfulness that had
come into Mike's home.
Fi-aiices C. Lance, 'g2.
MARGUERITE. '
Pretty, wavy, dark brown hair,
Little dimples everywhere.
Eyes so blue and soft and sweet.
How I love my Marguerite !
—Ah ! 'tis not because her eyes are blue,
But because they show her heart is true.
Dainty gowns
—
pale greens and graysj
Fascinating little ways.
Red, red lips that scorn deceit.
How I love my Marguerite !
—Ah ! 'tis not because her lips are red.
But because " I love you" they have said.
C. E. G., '92.
I dreamed Thanksgiving day had come.
All the girls were going home.
But to chapel ere we went.
We our loyal steps had bent.
Now, as we approached the doors,
Girls were standing there in scores,
Listening to the voice of one
Who to speak had just begun :
—
" Will you good and generous be,-
Grant to us the Faculty
Just one extra holiday.
We your goodness will repay."
Then we all in silent wrath
Thought of Dewey, French or Math.
Nay not even one more day
Would we from our studies stay.
Then I woke, the sun had set.
Millenium had not came yet.
M., '94-
Does it rain and is it dreary?
Brighter days are coming, dear.
Are you tired ? are you weary ?
Sweeter hours will soon be here
;
For Thanksgiving airs are wafting
Joy and rest and cheer.
Books will vanish from your table.
Does it make you sorry dear?
Soon the blackboard be unable
Remarked on to pale with fear
;
For Thanksgiving airs are wafting
Rest, both far and near.
Soon the bell for recitation
For a time will cease to call
Some to fun and recreation
Some to do or die withal
;
For Thanksgiving airs are wafting
Us from corridor and hall.
Soon the elevator taking
Us to higher planes or low.
Will in loneliness be making
Strength that will be sure but slow
;
For Thanksgiving airs are wafting
Us away and we must go.
Soon the turkey, large and stately
Will be chosen for its size.
And a creatu.-'e only lately.
Shorn of feathers, meet our eyes.
For Thanksgiving airs are wafting
Him to Turkey paradise.
Eat your Turkey, have your pleasure
Now be happy, glad and gay.
The ne'er resting clock will measure
Far from puny hours of play
Heirs of Intellect be wafting
Us unto the " fuller day."
M., '94.
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SANTIAGO.
Only the faint strains of a waltz,
To many time-worn quite,
And yet to me it is tlie key
Of myriad memories briglit.
They come, an airy, dazzling train,
And hover round my heart.
Till I am made a lightsome shade,
And blest with spirit art.
And then I drift to sunny fields
Where souls of dead joys dwell
;
.Sweet happiness, 'tis idleness
To even try to tell.
NEWS OF THE WEEK.
On Sunday, Nov. 23, Rev. Alvah Hovey, D. D.
preached in the chapel, taking his text from Romans
II 136, " For of him, and through him, and to him, are
all things : to whom be glory forever."
* *
*
On Saturday, November 22, Prof. Cohn gave his
fifth lecture in the course on " Romance Medieval Lit-
erature." The subject of this lecture was "The Trou-
badours." The Provencal literature, written during
the Middle Ages, was in the dialect of southern Francg
and north-eastern Spain, languages half-way between
the Latin and the French. These dialects were many
and very different in character. No one of them was
recognized as superior to the others, because no one of
the southern provinces acquired political supremacy.
Each dialect was independent of the other, but the
name Provencal was given to them all on account of
the name of the French province Provence. The lit-
erature in these dialects dates back as far as the tenth
century. Much Provencal poetry was written during
the eleventh century. This is so beautiful and perfect
in form and finish that we cannot believe it to be the
first production of the language, although no great
poems previous to that time, e.\ist now. The period
of Provencal literature lasted until the middle of the
fourteenth century. The last years, however, were not
years of life, but rather of lingering death. It is diffi-
cult to describe exactly this Provencal literature, be-
cause not a single work of superior merit exists which
can be taken as a model or example of the poetry.
The literature of the Troubadours is not an epic lit-
erature although a few epic poems are extant. The
main body of the literature is lyrical, and these lyrics
are in character exquisitely pleasing and ingenious.
The Latin language of the Classics was not the lan-
guage of the people. They had a ruder language of
their own, and a system of poetry, of which a few frag-
ments still remain. For some time it was thought that
this popular Latin literature was the source of the Pro-
vencal, but this theory was not correct. The Proven-
cal literature was not a popular literature. It was
essentiall}' the literature of the higher classes. The
Troubadours were all connected in some way with
some noble family. Either they belonged to the family
by birth, or were servitors in the family, or became
attached to the retinue of the family in some way.
Most of the Troubadours wrote for a reward, either of
money or of rank. The theme of their poetry was very
often love. Each Troubadour had his belle dame for
inspiration and in her honor he wrote his love poems.
The Provencal lyrics are very delicate and musical.
Their only fault lies in the fact that they are all alike in
character and quality. They are graceful, but not
strong, and their chief beauty is a beauty of form.
The third lecture in the course on Physical Geogra-
phy was given by Prof. Niles on Wednesday Nov. 19.
The subject was Distribution of Rain and Human Life.
Prof. Niles showed that the rainfall was due to several
causes, first to the solar influence, second to the winds,
and third to the extent of land. The heat of the sun's
rays causes the water upon the earth to pass into
aqueous vapor. The water is condensed into mist,
cloud, or fog by the cooling of the atmosphere. The
capacity of the atmosphere for holding the moisture
depends upon the temperature. The second influence
upon the rainfall is the winds. These are chilled and
condensed when passing from a warm to a cool atmos-
phere, or from a lower to a higher elevation in the case
of ascending and descending currents. The trade
winds meet near the Equator, rise, and form a cloud
belt of rain between two dry belts. The position of
this cloud belt is determined by the position of the sun
with reference to the earth, so that it moves from north
to south, and gives a succession of dry and wet seasons.
This influences to a great extent the character of the
country subjected to such a change. The Llanos of
the Orinoco afford a good example of this. During the
wet season they are covered with luxuriant vegetation,
but, during the dry months, vegetation withers and the
plains become sandy deserts. As one travelsnorth and
south from the great dry belt, he comes first to the
distinct of periodic rains, and then to the district of
perennial rains. The extent of the land has some effect
upon the rainfall. The wind from the sea deposits
more moisture near the shore, and a larger amount of
rain falls on the edges of the continent than on the
interior. The growth of plant life necessitates a good
supply of rain, and, human development is dependent
upon the rain distribution. In India the greatest
amount of rain falls, and it is very unequally distributed.
Tlie climate of the northern states is said to be dryer
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than that of Central Europe. Clothes, therefore, dry
more quickly here than in Europe, where, in many
countries, the washing day occurs only once a month.
In Germany but few closets are found, because these
gather the dampness, and the articles which they con-
tain are ruined. The dampness has its effect even
upon the character of the people, making them less
nervous than those of a dry climate. The difference
between English and Americans is due partly to the
climate, but especially to the dryness of the atmos-
phere. Excessive rain is not favorable to human life,
but the temperate climate is most favorable. Here the
rain distribution is equal, and civilization is found here
in its best development.
V *
On the afternoon of Monday, November 24, Mrs.
Ex-Governor Claflin spoke to the College family on the
duty of the educated girl to society. Mrs. Claflin's
remarks were most sympathetic in spirit, for her in-
terest in young women is keen and tender ; they were
most useful, for they were drawn from an unusually
wide experience in the social life of many cities. It is
our personal responsibility to live so that every one
with wliom we come in contact may be better. The
best thing to do is to live a simple, consecrated Chris-
tian life in our own place. The greatest thing is to do
what God appoints, whether to make a home tidy or to
sit upon a throne. Lowliest ooedience is the highest
service. Aim to be so true a woman that you wil]
make the place where you are the centre of what is
good. The power of a kind, courteous manner was
illustrated by the incident that led to the founding of
Boston University. A scholar's courteous, genial
words to a poor lobster boy led the latter to try to help
what lads he could to gain the same true culture.
Many seemingly trifling things go to make up a useful
life. A sweet, agreeable voice can be cultivated. It
is possible, with sympathy and tact, to make conversa-
tion an art. Good manners are most important, and
by good manners is meant' the right adjustment of
ourselves to those about us. Unselfishness is their
foundation. Be willing in the railway train, in the
street-car to share your seat. Show respect to old age,
and to the humble. The speaker insisted upon care-
fulness in small things, tidiness in dress, care in note
writing ; she gave instances enough to prove that
carelessness is a poor thing. The restraints of society
have a right to be regarded ; for they are an outgrowth
of the experience of generations.
*
On Monday evening, November twenty-fourth, a
large audience gathered in the Chapel to listen to the
story of the work done among the colored people of the
South, and to hear the singing by a quartette of stu-
dents from theTuskegee Institute, Tuskegee, Alabama.
Those, who came because their hearts were full of
sympathy for good and noble works, certainly felt re-
paid as they learned of the endeavors which are being
put forth by the friends of the negro, and the negroes
themselves for the intellectual, social and moral up-
lifting of their people. Mr. Booker T. Washington,
principal of the Tuskegee Institute, spoke very feelingly
of the work which is being done there and of the good
results that are following. Some facts of the course of
study and the various ways by which the students are
taught to be useful men and women were all brought
out by Mr. C. A. Barrow, who is one of the present
students of the Institute. The ciuartette sang several
times during the evening. The selections were taken
from the Negro Melodies of the South. One or two of
them were familiar ones, but for the most part it can
safely be said that they had never been heard at Wel-
lesley before. The religious ardor of the negro was
well exemplified in some of the songs, and one can
readily imagine how enthusiastic their meetings might
become. Their voices harmonized remarkably well,
and the effect in some of the more subdued parts was
one of which a quartette of much greater training and
practise need not have been ashamed. If they do
everything in the school in Tuskegee, as well and with
as much gusto as they do their singing, we may look
for great results from that institution.
*
On Saturday evening, November 32nd, the Shakes-
peare Society held its third regular meeting of the year
in the Art Library. The subject was of much interest
and its study productive of much mirth.—" Comparison
of Greek and Elizabethan Comedy." The particular
plays under consideration were " The Clouds " of
Aristophanes and " Twelfth Night," these being typical
comedies and the subject of course too vast to be
sufficiently discussed in a single evening. The pro-
gram below was carried out in a most satisfactory
manner :
—
Shakespeare News, Miss Jenkins.
Essays :—" The Origin and Character of
Greek Comedy, Miss Stevens.
•
' A Fast Young Man of Two Thousand
Years Ago,"—Recitation from " The
Clouds of Aristophanes," Miss Gage.
Essay:—" Comparative Study of " The
Clouds " of Aristophanes and Shakes-
peare's " Twelfth Night," Miss Pierce.
Dramatic Representation.
" Twelfth Night," Act II. Sc. 5.
Malvolio, Miss Margarita Spaulding.
Maria, Miss Fogg.
Sir Andrew, Miss Bock.
Sir Toby, Miss Cook.
Fabian, Miss Dranfield.
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Miss Stevens discussed the origin of tliis l<ind of
dramatic literature, its gradual development and finally
the character of finished plays. Some of the plots of
these are highly imaginative. The Greek writers felt
quite free to endow all the animal kingdom and even
inanimate nature with thought and speech, so the
situations are ludicrous in the extreme. The gods,
subject to human passions and tribulations, offer many
pleasing diversions, in their remarkable adventures, and
conversations with unsuspecting mortals. The spirited
rendering of the quotations aided greatly in the attempt
to gain a clear idea of the style and character of wit in
those classic days.
" The Fast Young Man," had certainly a bond of
union with many of his successors of to-day—an ex-
traordinary love for fine horses. The trials of his
father on whom it devolved to pay the debts of his
scapegrace son, aud the old man's laughable attempts
to escape from his obligations were the occasion of
much mirth.
The " Comparative Study " was a great aid to all
members of the society in their efforts to make one for
themselves.
The dramatic representation brought out e.xcellently
the characters of clever Maria, irrepressible Sir Toby,
and Fabian, shaky Sir Andrew and the pompous
Malvalio. A short discussion closed this very success-
ful meeting.
COLLEGE NOTES.
On Sunday, December seventh, Dr. Alexander Mc-
Kenzie of Cambridge, will preach in the Chapel.
On Friday of last week, Mrs. Stanley, the charming
wife of the celebrated Henry M. Stanley, visited Welles-
ley. She was greeted on her arrival at College Hall,
with the Wellesley cheer given by more than a hundred
girls. After she had been shown about the building
the girls again cheered her, and sang " Alma Mater."
Mrs. Stanley took lunch at Norumbega, and, after visit-
ing several of the cottages, returned to Boston late in
the afternoon.
The Students Association has introduced a change
jn regard to class notices, which the classes gladly
join in adopting. Each class is to have its particular
bulletin board, to be used for notice of class meetings,
and for all notices not strictly private. It will be made
known from the Chapel desk when these bulletin boards
are to be consulted. In this way the disturbance of
passing notices during Chapel will be avoided. The
Seniors have chosen a place near the Library for their
bulletin board ; the Juniors will have theirs beside the
General Bulletin board, in the second floor centre.
The other classes have not yet chosen their places,
On Thanksgiving Day, Miss Dennison found a brass
fire-screen standing in front of the open fire in the Free-
man parlor, when she came upstairs from breakfast. It
proved to be a Thanksgiving surprise which the Free-
manites had left there for her, and added much to the
good cheer of the day.
Miss Gertrude Smith, '92, and Miss F. May West, '91,
went home last week to rest until after Thanksgiving.
Prof. Cohn has received letters from the French
Minister of Public Education, commissioning him to
make a study of the organization of universities in the
United States, with especial regard to the attainments
and salaries of their professors. The Minister of For-
eign Affairs has also written to the diplomatic and
^consular agents of France in this country, directing them
to assist Professor Cohn in the performance of the duty
imposed upon him.
Last week, on the anniversary of the birthday of Miss
Ray, Freeman's popular house-keeper, the Freemanites
presented her with a very pretty lamp.
Miss Mary Barrows, "92, is spending a week or two
at the College. She expects to be at Wellesley until
the second of December, when she intends to leave for
Washington. Her address there will be given in the
next issue of the Prehjde.
The Freshmen have accomplished the greatest under-
taking of their course—they have had their first class
meetiiig. They gathered together in the Physical
Lecture Room, at half past six, on Saturday evening,
November 22nd. Miss Adelaide Miller, chairman of
'94 last year, opened the meeting and set things going,
after which Miss Roberta Allen took the chair. On the
scattering ballot for chairman. Miss Crapo, Miss Ran-
dolph and Miss Foss had the highest number of votes.
When the final ballot was taken Miss Randolph was
found to have the greatest number of votes, and was
therefore chairman. She immediately took the chair
amid much enthusiasm from the class. The secretary,
pro. terti. was also elected, and the executive committee
chosen. These were Miss Roberta Allen, secretary,
and Miss Foss, Miss Miller, and Miss Angell. Before
the excitement over the election of the chairman had
quieted down. Miss Kellogg, president of '93, entered,
and presented to Miss Randolph a magnificant bunch
of yellow and white chrysanthemums, with 93's best
wishes. She gave them^in her own graceful way, and
was much applauded. After the appointment of the
Executive Committee, the class adjourned, with hearty
cheers for Miss Randolph.
Miss Sarah M. Bock, of "qo, has been spending Sun-
day at >Jprvimbgga.
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On Saturday evening, Nov. 15th, the Cottage Street
girls had a candy pull. The little kitchen was filled to
its greatest capacity, and was waked out of its usual
quiet by the merry voices of the dozen Freshmen. Per.
haps it suffered but the girls certainly had a very jolly
time.
The Eliot was especially honored on Wednesday
and Thursday, in having as its guest, Mrs. Chandler.
Miss Gertrude Chandler's mother. Mrs. Chandler has
been a missionary in India for forty-four years. The
many, who, in visiting her, listened eagerly as she told
of her work, realized more fully the trials of missionary
life, and were inspired in seeing one, who, in sacrificing
herself, has accomplished so much for others.
The Tennis Tournament is still going on, the second
prize being now the end in view. The following games
have been played :
—
Miss Thayer vs. Miss Winslow ; won by Miss Thayer,
6
—
3, 6— -4. The final for first prize was played last
week between Miss Wilkinson, '92, and Miss Carter-
'9 1 and was won by Miss Carter, 7
—
5, 6—2. The
prize was a fine racket—an American Tate of the best
kind, chosen by the winner. This match was very ex-
citing, there were many fine rallies and every point was
won only after a hard fight.
Many were the curious glances cast last Saturday
evening at the two screens which shut off Miss Tuttle's
door from the public gaze. And those who took a
peep behind the screens wondered still more .at the
array of dainty chocolate cups and white cake gleaming
among them. "Who are the favored few.?" was a
question often asked, and at last answered by the arrival
of a number of pretty girls in pretty gowns, who were
discovered to be the class of ninety-five. They had
not been allowed to join the ninety-fours, earlier in the
evening in the P. L. R., but for this they were more
than compensated by the thought of the good time
coming. Miss Tuttle and Miss Caswell gave them a
cordial reception,and the evening was spent so pleasant-
ly that Silent Time came all too soon, and the guests
departed happy in the feeling that they knew their kind
hostesses and each other, better than ever before.
The Life class are so intense in their work that the
strain of being stared at so hard is sometimes too much
for the model. This was the case last week. A very
old lady from the village was posing for them, when,
without the jslightest warning, she suddenly fainted
away. She was soon brought to, however, with cam-
phor, and a cup of coffee restored her to her norma]
state. She continues still to sit for her portrait, but
has learned, by this time, th^t the gaze of the Life class i.'i
not in bp dreaded,
A NEW impulse has been given to the dancing in the
" gym," by the opportunity of dancing to Miss Allen's
violin music. The gymnasium is really the only place
where the whole college can meet for a general " good
time ;" and anything which encourages their meeting
there, and contributes to the general " good time," is
heartily welcomed by all the students.
There are some unhappy members of one of the
cottages on Norumbega Hill, who still long for an hour
bell. In vain does each successive morning see them
appear at breakfast fifteen minutes after breakfast has
begun, and with down cast eyes take their places at the
end of the table. To these unfortunate ones there is
one consolation. Tim, the milk-man. has become so
musical, of late, that at half past six every morning his
cheerful tones are heard from the back door, resound-
ing through the cottage, to the tune of—no one has
discovered what. In this case, as always, there are
some who do not appreciate their privileges, but these
must comfort themselves with the old and trite saying,
" It's an ill wind that blows nobody good."
The Physics class took, last week, its yearly object
lesson from Foucault's pendulum. One ambitious
Junior has obtained permission to try the experiment
alone, some evening. It will be difficult to obtain a
correct result, as there are disturbing influences which
cannot be removed, but at least she will have the satis-
faction of having tried it for herself.
Miss Candace Stimson, '92,conducted the last written
review in Miss Scudder's Bible class, as Miss Scudder
herself was unable to be present. Miss Stimson is not
the only one of the students who has taken charge of
classes, this year. Several have had this experience,
and all show themselves worthy of the responsibility
placed upon them.
A propos of {^Barbara Celarent Darii Ferioque prioris,
Cesare Camestres Festino Baroko, secundi, etc.
one brilliant logician says she does not see where the
poetry comes in, for she is sure "prioris" does not
rhyme with "secundi."
" Behold the handmaid of the Lord 1 "
Shut in
By midnight darkness, lo ! a maiden kneels :
From out far heaven, a white light softly steals
To touch her face, that face unmarred by sin.
" Behold the handmaid of the Lord ! " Within
Her eyes are deeps of holy calm.
No warning din
Of coming trouble breaks the hush of night.
She only knows the Lord of Hosts hath said
The Lord hath bowed Him to her low estate.
Through darkness dim her eye, in Him is light.
Upon her head His blessing hand is laid
;
Enough for her to trust in Him and wait.
^-Vassar Miscellany,
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AULD ACQUAINTANCE.
Miss Dorothy Lee Dole. B. S., '89, is teaching at
the Griswold School, Lyme, Conn.
Mrs. Verna Sheldon Hicks, '84, will be at home
after January, at Ann Arbor, Mich.
Miss Caroline B. Drew, B. S., '89, is teaching at the
Curtis School, Brookfield Centre, Conn.
Miss Annie M. Linscott, B. A., '90, is teaching for
a few weeks in the Riverside School, where she takes
the place of Miss Efifie Dwyer, who has been called
home by the death of her father.
Mrs. Emma Sherburne Eaton's address for the win-
ter will be, Farrar Street, Lynn, Mass.
The friends of Mrs. Emily Nunn Whitman, formerly
Professor of Biology at Wellesley, will be interested in
knowing that her husband, Professor Whitman, has
been appointed to the chair of Biology at Clarke
University, Worcester.
BORN.
At Arlington, Mass., Oct. 16, a son, Frederick
Walter, to Mrs. Nannie Squire Hill, student at Welles-
ley, 'y6-'8o.
MARRIED.
Leob-Leonard.—At Easthampton, Mass., Oct. 6,
Annie Louise Leonard, student at Wellesley, '78-'8o,
to Dr. Jacques Leob. Address, Naples, Italy, Stazione
Zoologica.
DIED. '
ROBBINS.—At South Manchester, Conn., Nov. 14,
Florence Robbins, student at Wellesley, 'S6-"87.
INTER-COLLEGIATE NEWS.
American colleges are estimated to be increasiug at
the rate of fifteen a year.
There is but one college paper in England.
A plan is on foot to establish in New York City a
national university on the European plan, with an en-
dowment of $20,000,000.
Columbia College is to have new athletic grounds
near Williams Bridge. The field will cost |8o,ooo.
A new alumni hall has been given to Princeton by
Mrs. H. C. Alexander. It is to cost $250,000.
A memorial window has been placed in Memorial
Hall, Harvard, by the class of 1859.
Professor Harper, the president of the new Chicago
University is to receive a salary of $10,000.— The Unit.
The Co-Eds. at Michigan L'niversity have formed a
Ladies' LIniversity Club for social purposes.— Ex.
The ladies who set out to raise $100,000 to secure
the admission of women to the Medical School of Johns
Hopkins University, have obtained the whole amount.
The trustees of Johns Hopkins have accepted the gift,
and have pledged themselves that the medical school,
when opened, shall admit women on the same terms
as men.
The trustees say that before a medical school worthy
of the University can be established, $500,000 must
be raised.
WABAN RIPPLES.
Professor : " What color would you paint Shelley's
poems?"
Student: (emphatically) "Red."
Interested Maiden : (addressing a strong pro-
tectionist) " What is the McGinty Bill anyway?"
Scenes on an Ocean Steamer.
One passenger says to another, " I hear that French-
man is going to teach in Paris next winter." To which
his friend replied, " O, I think not. He is a Doctor
of Science."
During the roll call in Psychology class one ab-
stracted Senior called out in a cheery voice " Come !
"
in response to her name.
Wellesley Girl; (feeling the great benefit of a
higher education) "What a vast difference there is
between those poor workmen putting down the plank-
walks and us !
"
Her Co.mpanion: " O, notso vast, after all. They
board the walks and we walk the boards."'
Teacher: "trying to evolve an ethical reason)
"Miss Staunton, -why do you open your book?"
Student, (politely, rather than ethically) " To
please you."
Boss: " I've lost my time-book, Pat, and I'll have
to depend upon your honesty as to how many days
you've put in this month? "
Pat: " Well, let me see, sir; I think, as I recollict
it, it do be thirty-two, sir."
NO, you can't.
"You can't cure hams with a hammer.
Nor measure a dram with a drama
;
Stew plums with a plumber.
Do sums with a summer.
Nor yet shear a ram with a rammer."'
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NEW BOOKS IN THE COLLEGE LIBRARY.
Stepniak, Russian Peasantry.
Taylor, Origin and Growth of the English Constitu-
tion.
Andrews, Science of Society.
Sloman, Gospel according to IVIatthew.
Stepniak, Uuderground Russia.
Sitncox, Language of the New Testament
Stepniak, Russia under the Tzars.
Bausch, Manipulation of the Microscope.
Arber, English Reprints, 14 v.
Bdutell, Ale.xander Hamilton.
Petisig, Studi Sugli Agrumi.
McPherson, Political History of the United States dur-
ing the Reconstruction.
Rendall, Cradle of the Aryans.
Perry, Reminiscences.
" Letters to his Wife.
Stienthal, Charakteristik der Hauptsiich, Typen des
Sprachbaues.
Heriiiati, Das Problem der Sprache.
Bolts, Die Sprache und Ihr Leben.
Grafenhan, Geschichte der Klassischen Philologie,4v.
Braun, Die Ergebnisse der Sprachwissenschaft.
Stientlial, Grammatic, Logik und Psychologic.
Lersch, Die Sprachphilosopie der Alten, 3 v.
Sweet, History of English Sounds.
Wilson, Prehistoric Man, 2 v.
King and Cookson, Introduction to Comparative Gram-
mar of Greek and Latin.
Skeat, Principles of English Etymology.
Papilion, Manual of Comparative Philology.
Sargent, Reading for the Young.
Sladen, Australian Poets.
Gardiner, ed. Constitutional documents of the Puritan
revolution.
James, Principles ot Psychology, 2 v.
Jnsserand, English novel in the time of Shakespeare.
Lankester, Advancement of Science.
Pollard, tr. and ed.. Odes from the Greek dramatists.
Vincent, Word studies in the New Testament, vol. 3.
Wallace, Darwinism.
Walpole, The electorate and the legislature.
Woodberry, Studies in letters and life.
Story, Conversations in a studio, 2 v.
Jones, Examples in Physics.
American ornithol union. Code of nomenclature and
check-list of N. Amer. birds.
Tacitus, Annals; ed. by Allen.
Clarke, Visions.
Norton, Evidences of the genuineness of the Gospels,
Stars and the earth.
Hazlitt, Lectures on the literature of the age of Eliza-
abeth and characters of Shakespeare's plays.
Hill, Geometry and faith
.
Bain, Senses and intellect.
Walton and Cotton, Complete angler ; ed. by Major.
Johnson, Manuel of medical botany of North America.
Mill, E.xamination of Hamilton's philosophy.
Midler, Biographies of words and Home of the Aryas.
Cotton and Payne, Colonies and dependencies.
Sniitli, Elementary treatise on conic sections.
" " " " solid geometry.
Kingsley, Poems, 2 v.
The Churchill (Improved) Boot,
MANUFACTURED AND SOLD ONLY BY
IF. S. GUTTI^aHIIXjL,
Formerly 25 Winter Street, now dt
129 TREMONT ST., Corner WINTER,
Next Door to 'N . D. Whitney & Co.,
BOSTON".
THIS Boot is made in Button or Lace on correct principles,
from a study of tlie anatomy of tlie foot, and is unsurpassed
for comfort and durability. It tits the most difficult foot, prevents
or cures tender joints or corns by removing pressure, aud is
comfortable the tirst time worn. Ladies who have difficulty
in procuring comfortable boots or shoes, are invited to call and
leave measure,
1.18 SATISrACTIOX 6UAKAKTEED.





Fine Tllick Linen Paper,
Stylisli Size in Nice Box
49 CENTS.
(Regular Price 3L25.)
Cver S,000 Boxes of this wonder sold.
Don't fail to send :5tanip or call for the
rf new Sample set of Barjiains in Fine Papers,
^ ^ which has many Novelties that are just out
^*^ Please notice that I have removed to
^ 94 BOYLSTON ST., where I have opened
Vi an entirely New Stock. Everything
brand nevf.
A MODEL STATIONEKY STOEE. '
Writing Papers, Envelopes, Largest Line, Latest Styles, Popular
Prices, by the Pound ; Xmas Cards, Calendars, Fancy
Goods, Leather Goods, Etc.OEO. B. ItllVG,
Successor to 94 BOYLSTON STREET.
KING &L SALMON, formerly 37 WEST ST., BOSTON.
A JAbtral Discount Alloived Students on Prestntaiion of this
Advertisement.
Artistic Photographer
48 WINTER STREET, BOSTON.
Formerly operator for the late E. F. Ritz on Temple




For first-class Limited Tickets.
FAR£S REDUCED.
irXl^I^ HI-VTEK, I^IIVE.
Express trains connecting with steamer at Fall River in 8U
minutes, leave Boston from Park Square Station week days at ti
p. H. Sundays at 7 P. M
Steamers Puritan and Pilgrim in commission. Steam heat
iq staterooms. An orchestra on each steamer throughout the year.
Tickets, stfiterooms, &c., secured at the line office. No. 3, Old
State House, and Park Square Station, Park Square.
J. R. KENDRICK, Gen. Man. GE<J. L.CONNOR, Gen. Pas. Agt.
L. H. PALMER, Agent, 3 Old State House.
Young ladies will find it to their advantage to call at
A. Y.Doyles Millinery Parlors,
165 Tremont St.j Hasting Bl d'g,
' Koonis IB and 17,
:For the latest Parisian Millinery. Particular atten-
tion given to out of town orders. 3-36
N. C. WHITAKER & CO.,
Manufacturers and luporters of
Tortoise Shell and Horn Goods^
363 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON.
Special attention given to making goods to order for custumers, in-
cluding Lognettes, Combs, Hairpins, Fancy Hair Ornaments and
levery variety of Tortoise Shell Work. 3—6w
To Patrons and those who would become Patrons of
MISS A. L PIERC H, Milliner,
13 MUSIC HALL, BOSTON.
Special attention paid to order work. Prices




,'\ Full Assortment ut' Genuine Instruments.
;
OLD AND NEW VIOLINS. MUSIC BOXES
With Interchangeable Cylinders.
Banjos, Mandolins, Zithers, Etc.
578 WASHINGTON ST, BOSTON.
Shreve, Crump & Low Co,




Agents for the celebrated Gorham Plated Ware
Choicest stock of Brlc a Brae, Umbrellas, Parasols, Etc.
' THE LATEST IDEAS IN FINE STATIONERY.
I
Autographs, Crests, Cyphers and Addresses En raved and
Stamped, Calling Cards aijd Invitations of
the Correct Style. 3-25
WELLESLEY STUDIO
IS NOW OPKN
MONDAY, TUESDAY AND WEDNEbDAY
5-36 of each Week. .Special Discount to Students.
Established
f, ^|R|ft^ CQYRIERE, WidelyWn
1880. Room 14, 150 PIFTH AVE., Patronized,
Cor- 20th St„ New York.
Eligible teachers promptly provided for colleges, schools, fami-
lies. Teachers supialled with positions. Circulars of good schools
supplied to parents) School property rented and sold. Best of
references furnished.
J. 0. BAILEY & CO ,
ies id J
507 Washington St., - Boston.
Watch Repairing. Jewelry Repairing
BOSTON DRESS GUTTING COLLEGE,
WHERE A PERFECT WORK IS TAUGHT
ON CUTTING.
Dressmaking department in connec-
tion with the College where we shall be
pleased to demonstrate our work to the
pupils connected with the Wellesley
College.
HARRIET A. BROWN, Principal.
436 181 TREMONT ST.
T. E. MOSELEY k CO,,
469 WASHINGTON ST.. BOSTON,
DEALERS IN
BOOTS .A^lsTZD SHOES.
A LARGE ASSORTMENT FOR
YOUNG LADIES.
Discount to all Students of Wellesley College.
3£2y
WOMEN'S MEDICAL COLLEGE
OF THE NEW YORK INFIRMARY.
881 East letli Street, New York.
Session 90-ai will open October 1. 1890. Three years' Giaded
Course. Instruction by Lectures, Clinics, Recitations, and prac-
tical work nnder supervision in Laboratories and Dispensary of
College, and in N. Y. Inlirmary.
Clinics anil operations in most of the City Hospitals and Dis-
pensaries open lo women students.
For catalogues, etc., address
E]M[II,T BLACKWEI.I., M. D., Dean,
35-36t 3«1 East ISth. Street, New York.
A PLAN FOR
The •! NoRUMBEGA •^ Fund,
By A GRADUATE OF CLASS OF '86.
Health culture is the spirit of the age.
Garments must be Hygienic.
Any garment that confines the shoulders
under short, rigid, unelastic straps, promotes




Use elastic skirt supporters to support your
garments.
SOMETHING NEW IN CORSETS.
Fongee Silk. Super-Flexible Steels.
The front steels in corsets, by being too
stiff, are often injurious. This fact has been
taken into serious consideration by the Wor-
cester Corset Co., of Worcester, Mass., manu-
facturers of the celebrated Royal Worcester
W. C. C. Corsets, one result of which (and
the Climax) is their Royal Worcester Pongee
Silk Corset, No. 608.
The greatfeature of this Royal Worcester
Pongee Corset, aside from being made of
Pongee Silk, is its
_/?«^ super-ficxible, front
steel, so elastic that it can be literally tied
into a knot. It is made of the finest quality
of Watch-Spring Steel, so tempered as
to secure the greatest elasticity and strength,
yet, like a wafer, so thin is it.
This flexible ifront steel, and the light
weight and other hygienic properties of the
Pongee Silk, unite to make the Royal Wor-
cester Pongee Corset the great Health
garment of the age.
Lighter by nearly one-half than any
other corset or waist. This Pongee Corset
is held by Physicians to be the greatest of
all modern health garments.
It grants freedom to the organs of respira-
tion, and to all movements of the body.
It combines the symmetry of the best
models with every element of freedom and
comfort.
Practical too. In tennis, boating, and the
gymnasium work. Pongee Corsets need not
be removed.
These Pongee corsets are made in four
lenghts : extra long, long, medium and short.
State your preference, also size, in ordering.
Price of each is ^3.50, sent post paid to
any address. Safe delivery guaranteed. See
special plan below.
Now for a Word of Advice, then Ihe Plan.
Christmas vacation takes you to your home
for a season of gastronomies and dressmaking.
Buy a Pongee Corset now, take it home with
you, and have your new dressesfitted over it.
NOW THE PLAN !
Special Offer to Headers of the Prelude.
The originator of this plan is a Wellesley
Graduate, class of '%(>. She will receive from
the manufacturers a liberal percentage on
the sale of every Corset under this plan, which
percentage she will donate to the Nor-
umbega Fund.
Every reader of the Prelude, ordering
Pongee Corsets under this plan, before Janu-
ary I, 1891, will receive a discount of fifty
cents on each corset so ordered.
Any reader of the Prelude, interested in
the Norumbega Fund may order under this
plan. Several readers may combine and
order on one cotipon.
Do you want to co-operate and help the
Fund .•
Send with the order ^3.00 for each corset.
Send Coupon with order invariably ; write
plainly name and address and size and length
wanted. If on receipt the corset should not
fit, return securely wrapped, and exchange
will be made without further charge for de
livery.
Address all orders to
Mrs. may SLEEPER RUGGLES,
74 Lincoln St, Worcester, Mass,
Cot This COUPON Oat and Send Witli Order.
This
€oupon Entitles
Every Wellesley Student or Reader of the
Prelude, to a Discount of 50 cents
On every Pongee Corset,
{Jioyal Worcester, No. 608) ordered under
the Norumbega Fund plan, before fanuary
I, 1 89 1. Price with this Coupon, $3.00
{^Regular Price, $3.50.)

